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Intermediate Accounting 

ACC 240-I1 

Winter 2021 
 

 

Number of Credits: 4 credits 

Days Class Meets: online 

Meeting Times: online 

Location/Venue: online 

 

 
 

Course Description 

Instructor: Suzanne K Long CPA 

Contact Phone: email 

Contact Email: longsuzannek@jccmi.edu 

Online Office Hours: Monday through Saturday 

 

COURSE INFORMATION 

Professional accountants must have a solid background in GAAP financial accounting concepts. Review 

and expand your knowledge of accounting theory and processes, nature and content of the balance sheet 

and income statement, present value tables and their application, currently applicable Generally Accepted 

Accounting Principles (GAAP) and recent Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) pronouncements. 

 

Prerequisite(s) 

ACC 231 

 

Transfer information 

ACC 240 Intermediate Accounting is considered an upper level program course. ACC 240 does transfer 

smoothly to local schools including SHU, SAU and Baker. ACC 240 does not transfer to universities such 

as WMU, MSU and EMU. Go to www.michigantransfernetwork.org to check your transfer school and 

don’t hesitate to contact Suzanne Long directly at longsuzannek@jccmi.edu for academic advising in the 

accounting area. 

 

Course Goals 

Delve deeply into financial accounting. Develop your Excel, analytical and problem solving skills. A 

3.0 grade or higher in ACC 231 is recommended prior to ACC 240. 

 

Course Objectives 

 
 Thorough review of the accounting cycle including complete complex month end adjustments 

mailto:longsuzannek@jccmi.edu
http://www.michigantransfernetwork.org/
mailto:longsuzannek@jccmi.edu
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 Prepare moderately complex corporate financial statements including income statement, 

statements of retained earnings and balance sheet 

 Examine general ledgers accounts more fully engaging in complex analysis and calculations 

 Understand the complexities of revenue recognition 

 Make more complex decisions concerning financial statements accounts and adjustments than 

those required in ACC 231 and ACC 232 

 Research current topics in the accounting field and prepare written reports on accounting issues 

 

Textbook 

 
Title: Intermediate Accounting, Reporting and Analysis 

 

Author: Wahlen, Jones and Pagach 

 

Edition: 3rd
 

 

Publisher: Cengage 

 

ISBN-13: 978-1-337-78828-1 

 

ISBN-10: 1-337-78828-7 

 

Note on chapters included: our class is Intermediate Accounting I and includes chapters CH 1 to 12. 

There is also a second class in your bachelor’s degree program, Intermediate II, which includes the 

remaining topics found in chapters 13-22. 

CNOW Course Title: 21WN ACC 240 Int Acc 
 

CNOW Course Key: E-Y84E4G7GZJ4UA 

 

CNOW link: https://v2.cengagenow.com/ilrn/course/createBoardingPass.do?id=161744&discipline= 
 

Cengage tech support: 1-800-354-9706 

 

Cengage Unlimited: The materials required for this course are included in Cengage Unlimited. No matter 

how many Cengage products you use, they are included in Cengage Unlimited, and the price stays the 

same. Cengage Unlimited includes all Cengage access codes and access to all Cengage online textbooks. 

You can purchase access to Cengage Unlimited through the JC bookstore or at cengage.com. The 

following accounting courses at Jackson College use Cengage textbooks: ACC 214, ACC 234, & ACC 240. 

Cengage Unlimited features: 

https://v2.cengagenow.com/ilrn/course/createBoardingPass.do?id=161744&discipline
http://www.cengage.com/unlimited
http://www.cengage.com/
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 Cost is $119.99 per semester, $179.99 per year or $239.99 for two years 

 FREE 14-day access while your financial aid is being sorted out, if needed 

 $7.99 print textbooks available as a one semester rental with free shipping 

 Includes CNOW homework platform, 19,800+ e-Textbooks, $7.99 hardcopy textbook rental, test 

prep resources such as flashcards and quizlets, college success and career resource center, 24/7 

access on your laptop or through the Cengage Mobile App, and Office 365 

Text Book Zero! This text is available in a digital format. Please see the links posted on our class Jet Net 

site. This text is available to rent or purchase in digital format through the JC Bookstore. 

Textbook on reserve. There is one copy of the textbook materials for this class on reserve at the JC 

central campus library in the WA building. Library location, hours and information are available here: 

https://www.jccmi.edu/library/. (Note: this may be helpful after COVID restrictions are lifted.) 

Note on print textbook. Nearly all accounting students say that having a print textbook makes it easier 

to learn accounting. If possible, make plans to obtain a print textbook. If you have Cengage Unlimited, it 

is $7.99 more for a rental print textbook with free shipping. Contact Cengage at 1-800-354-9706. If you 

have financial aid for textbooks, consider using your financial aid to purchase (1) the digital textbook 

package, and (2) the print textbook. If you are purchasing your course materials at the last minute, you 

must get the digital package for instant access. 

Follett Access! Please review the cost of your required materials at the following link to determine 

the best option for you to purchase your materials: https://www.bkstr.com/jacksonstore 

Follett Access FAQ: For more information on the Follett ACCESS Program, you can view the frequently 

asked questions here: https://www.jccmi.edu/bookstore/student-services-follett-access/. 

Follett Access Opt Out: If after reviewing the costs, you choose to opt out, you may do so here: 

www.jccmi.edu/optout. Please note your opt out selection is for your entire semester schedule. You 

cannot opt out and opt in to individual courses. And you must opt out by the due date for your first class. 

 

Class Starts On: Opt Out Date: 

January 11, 2021 January 14, 2021 

February 15, 2021 February 18, 2021 

March 15, 2021 March 18, 2021 

March 30, 2021 April 2, 2021 

https://www.jccmi.edu/library/
https://www.bkstr.com/jacksonstore
https://www.jccmi.edu/bookstore/student-services-follett-access/
http://www.jccmi.edu/optout.Please
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Follett Access Contact: If you have questions about materials, please contact the Jackson College Follett 

bookstore at jackson@bkstr.com. For account billing questions, please contact the Jackson College 

Cashier at jccashier@jccmi.edu. 

 

Technology Essentials for this class 

We will be using Excel and the Internet heavily in this class. You can use your JC Outlook email account to 

access Microsoft Apps for Excel if needed. You need reliable Internet access, a technology back-up plan, 

Microsoft Word and Excel or compatible programs, and a file storage system (such as a flash drive or 

cloud file storage). If you need help with your computer or Excel, contact the JC Solution Center right 

away at Jcsolutioncenter@jccmi.edu . 

 

Academic Honesty Policy 

Academic Honesty is defined as ethical behavior that includes student production of their own work 

and not representing others' work as their own, by cheating or by helping others to do so. 

* Cheating in accounting tends to appear as students sharing and copying files. Do your own work 

and you’ll be fine.* 

Plagiarism is defined as the failure to give credit for the use of material from outside sources. 

Plagiarism includes but is not limited to: 

 Submitting other's work as your own 

 Using data, illustrations, pictures, quotations, or paraphrases from other sources without 

adequate documentation 

 Reusing significant, identical or nearly identical portions of one’s own prior work without 

acknowledging that one is doing so or without citing this original work (self-plagiarism) 

Cheating is defined as obtaining answers/material from an outside source without 

authorization. Cheating includes, but is not limited to: 

 Plagiarizing in any form 

 Using notes/books/electronic material without authorization 

 Copying 

 Submitting others' work as your own or submitting your work for others 

 Altering graded work 

 Falsifying data 

 Exhibiting other behaviors generally considered unethical 

mailto:jackson@bkstr.com.For
mailto:jccashier@jccmi.edu
mailto:Jcsolutioncenter@jccmi.edu
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 Allowing your work to be submitted by others 

 

Grading Procedure 

 

REQUIREMENTS POINTS 

Forums (14 weeks @ 10) 140 

Appointments (2 times @ 10) 20 

Chapter 0 Assignments (5 + 5 + 30) 40 

Adaptive Learning Quizzes (11 chapters @ 10) 110 

CengageNow Homework (11 chapters @ 10) 110 

Original Excel Homework (11 chapters @ 10) 110 

Project and Exams (1 @ 50 and 2 @ 100) 250 

Extra Credit #1 – More Accounting Review (20) 
 

Extra Credit #2 – CPA Review Questions (30) 
 

Total points 780 

 
Grading Scale 

 
GPA GRADE RANGE 

4.0 94-100% 

3.5 89-93% 

3.0 84-88% 

2.5 78-83% 

2.0 72-77% 

1.5 66-71% 

1.0 60-65% 

0.5 55-59% 

0.0 0-54% 
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Accessibility 

Jackson College understands that cultivating a broadly diverse community is crucial to our 

educational mission and to our foundational commitment to leadership and service. Jackson College 

is fully committed to ensuring our courses are accessible to everyone including those with 

disabilities. We are currently working to increase accessibility and usability of our course materials in 

order to meet or exceed the requirements of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the 

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1991 and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0. For 

more information about Jackson College’s efforts to ensure accessibility please visit the Jackson 

College accessibility web page. 

 

If you have an accessibility need in any of our classes please e-mail the Center for Student Success at 

JCCSS@jccmi.edu or visit the Center for Student Success web page. 

At the Center for Student Success (CSS), we are committed to providing all students the opportunity 

to achieve academic success by providing a variety of support services free of charge to Jackson 

College students. This includes, but is not limited to, peer and faculty tutoring, mental health referral, 

temporary assistance with transportation, various workshops/seminars, and the TRIO program. 

In addition, the CSS staff is committed to adapting the College’s general services to meet the 

individual needs of otherwise qualified students with disabilities, for the purpose of providing equal 

access to all programs and facilities. 

Course Management 

Contact your JC navigator for information on course withdrawal, and audit and incomplete grading 

procedures. 

Help 

Start with the course itself and the instructor. Check resources. Check assignments. Contact the 

instructor immediately with any questions or concerns. 

Instructor availability 

Just as you would in a professional work situation, you are encouraged to work with your instructor. You 

can work with your instructor by phone, email, forums and BigBlueButton online office hours. While your 

instructor is not an on-call 24-7 tutor, you can expect a prompt and caring response. Your instructor is 

available to you Monday through Thursday most mornings, afternoons and evenings. Your instructor is 

also available on Friday and Saturdays mornings. Your instructor is not available on Sundays. Our weekly 

https://www.jccmi.edu/accessibility
https://www.jccmi.edu/accessibility
mailto:JCCSS@jccmi.edu
https://www.jccmi.edu/center-for-student-success/css-contact/
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due date is Monday midnight to allow Monday for any last minute work with the instructor after the 

weekend. As much as possible, work early, work steady and communicate regularly. 

 

Instructor Office Hours 

Just as in former days, you could call or come to the instructor’s office to talk during office hours; you can 

do this now through a webcam or phone appointment. Instructor office hours are fixed times when your 

instructor is ready and waiting for you online. In addition to office hours, you can also contact your 

instructor by email to request an appointment at another time. To join office hours, click on “Office 

Hours” at the top of our class in JetNet near the syllabus file. Office hours during the 21WN semester are 

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings from 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM. 

 

Accommodations 

It is important to contact a Center for Student Success professional prior to the start of the semester 

in order to receive accommodations in a timely manner. While we will make every effort to 

coordinate accommodations in a timely manner, failure to self-identify prior to the start of the 

semester may delay notification to instructors and timeliness of acquiring accommodations. 

Accommodations do not automatically carry over to the next semester. Please e-mail 

JCCSS@jccmi.edu or visit the Accommodations for Students with Disabilities web page 

 

Student Responsibilities 

Review this syllabus document in detail. Make sure you understand the schedule, assignments and 

opportunities for communication and engagement in this class. Contact the instructor right away 

with any questions or concerns. 

Attendance- Participation Policy 

Just as in a traditional classroom course, regular class participation and keeping up on the reading 

and assignments is strongly correlated with survival in college. It is my recommendation that you 

plan to do your assignments and take your exams BEFORE the last day they are due. If problems 

occur, there is time to fix them before the deadline. 

In compliance with Federal Title IV funding requirements, as well as college initiatives, I will be 

monitoring student participation on a regular basis and officially reporting student activity 

throughout the term to assure compliance with college policy and federal regulations. It is 

imperative that you log in to the course and actively participate within the first couple of days of the 

term to validate your enrollment in the course. After that, not actively participating in class may result 

in you being withdrawn from the course. Being withdrawn from a course can have an impact on 

mailto:JCCSS@jccmi.edu
https://www.jccmi.edu/center-for-student-success/accommodations-for-students-with-disabilities/
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financial aid, billing, athletic eligibility, and housing status. As a college student you are responsible 

for how your participation impacts your academic progress; the accountability lies with you. 

Caveat 

This syllabus is not a fixed contract: it is a plan for the course. Each course and each student group is 

unique. We may do more or less than outlined here. Total points in the course may be altered to reflect 

the dynamics and needs of our group and our class. 

 
 

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS 

 
Due Dates, Late Policy, Grading Policy 

All assignments are due by Monday midnight. Plan for 11:45 PM to allow for Internet delays. All 

assignments must be completed and submitted before their scheduled deadlines. If you turn in your work 

past the due date, you will not receive points. If you are experiencing a genuine emergency such as a 

death in the family, find yourself admitted to the hospital, find yourself in jail, etc.; please contact me as 

soon as possible. Feeling busy and overwhelmed with college, family and life is not an emergency 

(although it certainly does feel overwhelming). Grading is completed with points posted to JetNet within 

24-48 hours. Check your points and detailed grading comments from me to you. 

 

CNOW App 

Find, install and use the Cengage app on your phone. Search for “Cengage Mobile”. Explore the options 

and get used to using this app during our class. With this app you can: play with flashcards to learn 

concepts, view and track CNOW assignments access the mobile textbook. You can listen to chapters, 

which is great for auditory learners, great for commuters, and great to listen to around the house. 

 

Help Forum 

ACC 240 includes 2 forums: the Help Forum and the Private Forum. 

 

The Help Forum is a public forum for students to work and talk about assignments 24-7. You are required 

to post twice per week in this forum.  You can: 

1. post a suggestion for others about current week assignments in ACC 234 (2 points) 

2. post a question about something you are working on in ACC 234 (2 points) 

3. reply and help another student’s question about current week assignments (4 points) 
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I recommend posting one question/suggestion and one help response per week. Forum posting is due 

by Monday midnight each week. (14 weeks @ 4 points per week = 56 points) 

 

Private Forum 

ACC 240 includes 2 forums: the Help Forum and the Private Forum. 

 

The Private Forum will only be seen/heard by you and the instructor. You are required to share a 100 

word minimum summary of your week or a 2 minute audio recording. Describe how you are doing with 

the work in ACC 240 and how you are doing overall. Forum posting is due by Monday midnight each 

week. (14 weeks @ 6 points each = 84 points) 

 

Appointments 

You are required to join the instructor for 2 appointments: one during Week 2 to discuss getting started 

with ACC 240, and another during Week 8 to discuss your progress with ACC 240 at the mid-term point in 

the class. Each appointment will be scheduled ahead of time and will take 15 minutes. If more time is 

needed or desired, a follow-up appointment will be scheduled. Bring your questions and thoughts about 

the class to discuss to each appointment. To join your appointment, click on “Office Hours” at the top of 

our class in AMEengage near the syllabus file. (2 appointments @ 10 points each = 20 points) 

 

Chapter 0 Start Up Assignments including the required Accounting Review 

To succeed with Intermediate Accounting, you need to review and get your financial accounting skills 

ready to go. To do this, we will complete the required sections of the Accounting Review during our first 

week. Brush up on your debits, credits, journal entries, accounts, financial statements and more. If 

possible, start this review during the week prior to the start of the class. You can also use this review later 

for extra credit as a form of practice and review for the Mid-term Exam. Other Chapter 0 assignments 

include CNOW Intro to CengageNow and CNOW Success with Accounting. Chapter 0 assignments are 

due on our first Monday midnight due date. (40 points) 

 

Extra Credit #1 – Accounting Review Module 

You can complete additional review sections in the Accounting Review for extra credit. These will be open 

all semester and can be used as overall review for chapters and exams. Complete any time before our 

final due date. (20 possible extra credit points) 

 

ACC 240 IFRS Project 

ACC 240 is all about financial accounting, and one of the biggest controversies in financial accounting is 

standards. We will start off the class with our course project instead of finishing the class with a project. 
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IFRS or International Financial Reporting Standards have become an ongoing issue in the global 

accounting community. Most of the rest of the global business world has adopted IFS, while the US has 

not and continues to adhere to US GAAP. In this project we will explore the meaning and implications 

behind IFRS v. US GAAP. See JetNet for full project description and requirements. (1 project at 50 points) 

 

CengageNow Text 

For each chapter, there is a reading link in CengageNOW for the e-book version of our textbook. Click to 

open and explore in MindTap format. Some students will be using the e-book version only, and this is 

how you access the textbook. Many students like to use the book while working for reference and 

support. This is an area where you have full control and access to the e-book throughout the course. You 

can also have the textbook read to you. This is great for car commuters and for use around the house 

too! This section is not graded. 

 

CengageNow Adaptive Learning (Quizzes & Videos) 

You can earn a maximum of 10 quiz points per chapter by completing the Adaptive Learning section in 

CengageNow. When you click to open, you will be prompted to take a quiz. After the quiz, you can 

continue learning, review instructional videos and re-take quiz questions section by section to improve 

your score. If you’ve already got it, you don’t need to do much more. If you need more help, you can get 

help, learn more and improve your results. Go for it and go for 100% in the Adaptive Learning section. 

The Adaptive Learning Quiz is due by Monday midnight each week. (11 chapters @10 = 110 points) 

 
CengageNow Homework 

You can earn a maximum of 10 homework points per chapter by completing the online chapter 

homework at CengageNow. After completing the Adaptive Learning section, move on to the homework. 

Use all of your resources such as Suzanne’s YouTube videos, Help Forum, e-text and text practice 

problems as you work on the homework each week. The homework will prepare you for the original Excel 

homework and the exams. CengageNow Homework is due Monday midnight. (11 @10 = 110 points) 

Original Excel Homework 

We will prepare traditional, formal accounting work in Excel, similar to what you would see in the 

workplace. Refer to the syllabus schedule for specific Excel homework problems assigned. Refer JetNet 

for Suzanne’s suggestions for each week and use the resources provided. 10% of your Original Excel 

homework score is based on your presentation and use of Excel. The Original Excel Homework is due by 

Monday midnight each week. (11 chapters @10 = 110 points) 
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Exams 

There will be 2 exams: Mid-term Exam and Final Exam both fully loaded within CengageNow. Use JetNet 

for all mid-term exam and final exam directions and suggestions. When completing your exams, I highly 

recommend creating an Excel file to organize and document your exam work. Exams will be completed in 

a two-day window. Each exam will open on Sunday mornings at 6:00 AM and must be completed by 

Monday midnight. There is no time limit. I recommend a few hours of undisturbed time to focus and do 

your best. Exams are due by Monday midnight of each exam week. (2 exams @ 100 points = 200 points) 

 

Extra Credit #2 – CPA Exam Review Questions 

There is another extra credit option available to you, which includes sample CPA Exam Review Questions 

found at the end of each chapter. For example, see pg 2-26. Complete these questions in CengageNow. 

It would be best to complete these questions week by week and not all at once. Complete any time 

before our final due date. (30 possible extra credit points) 

 

Technology Support 

If you have any trouble or difficulty with CNOW, contact Cengage tech support right away at 

https://help.cengage.com/cnowv2/student/student-home.html, or https://support.cengage.com/ . 

If you have trouble with your JC login, JetNet or other computer issues, contact the JC Solution Center at 

517-796-8539, https://www.jccmi.edu/information-technology/solution-center/, or email 

jcsolutioncenter@jccmi.edu . 

If you have direct questions about the class, email your instructor at longsuzannek@jccmi.edu . Include 

your first and last name and put “ACC 240” in the subject line. Send your question and send your file. Tell 

me exactly what you are working on and where. Work early and ask questions early. 

 

Comparison of ACC courses 
 

ACC 231 ACC 232 ACC 234 ACC 240 

Total chapters included 11 11 10 11 

CH 0 start-up assignments NO NO YES YES 

Digital AME/CNOW e-text YES YES YES YES 

AME/CNOW online quizzes YES YES YES YES 

AME/CNOW online homework YES YES YES YES 

Excel cases/homework submitted individually YES YES YES YES 

Mid-term & Final Exams online in AME/CNOW YES YES YES YES 

Projects YES YES YES YES 

Extra Credit YES YES YES YES 

https://help.cengage.com/cnowv2/student/student-home.html
https://support.cengage.com/
https://www.jccmi.edu/information-technology/solution-center/
mailto:jcsolutioncenter@jccmi.edu
mailto:longsuzannek@jccmi.edu
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Semester Schedule for ACC 240 in 15 weeks 
Mon 1/11/2021 – Sat 5/1/2021 

 WEEK TOPIC ASSIGNMENTS DUE DATE 

1 M 1/11- M 1/18 CH 0 Start Up 

and 

IFRS project draft 

Week 1 Forums 

CH 0 Assignments: 

 How to Use CengageNow 

 Success with Accounting 

 Accounting Review 

IFRS Project – submit draft 

Monday 

midnight 

1/18/2021 

2 M 1/18-M 1/25 CH 1 Demand and 

Supply of Financial 

Accounting 

Information 

and 

IFRS project final 

Getting Started Appointment 

Week 2 Forums 

CH 1 Assignments: 

 CH 1 Text & Resources 

 CH 1 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 1 CNOW Homework 

 CH 1 Original Homework (use Word) 

complete C1-1, C1-7, C1-12 

IFRS Project – submit final paper 

Extra Credit – more Accounting Review 

Monday 

midnight 

1/25/2021 

3 M 1/25-M 2/1 CH 2 Financial 

Reporting: Its 

Conceptual 

Framework 

Week 3 Forums 

CH 2 Assignments: 

 CH 2 Text & Resources 

 CH 2 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 2 CNOW Homework 

 CH 2 Original Homework (use Word) 

Complete C2-1, C2-10, C2-12 

Monday 

midnight 

2/1/2021 

4 M 2/1-M 2/8 CH 3 Review of a 

Company’s 

Accounting System 

Week 4 Forums 

CH 3 Assignments: 

 CH 3 Text & Resources 

 CH 3 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 3 CNOW Homework 

CH 3 Original Excel Homework P3-9 

Monday 

midnight 

2/8/2021 
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5 M 2/8-M 2/15 CH 4 The Balance 

Sheet and the 

Statement of 

Stockholder’s Equity 

Week 5 Forums 

CH 4 Assignments: 

 CH 4 Text & Resources 

 CH 4 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 4 CNOW Homework 

 CH 4 Original Excel Homework P4-14 

Monday 

midnight 

2/15/2021 

6 M 2/15-M 2/22 CH 5 The Income 

Statement and the 

Statement of Cash 

Flows 

Week 6 Forums 

CH 5 Assignments: 

 CH 5 Text & Resources 

 CH 5 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 5 CNOW Homework 

CH 5 Original Excel Homework C5-9 

Monday 

midnight 

2/22/2021 

7 M 2/22-M 3/1 Chapter M 

Time Value of 

Money 

 

Go to CNOW, Study 

Tools, e-book, Part 5 

Special Topics, Part 5 

Times Value of 

Money 

Week 7 Forums 

Chapter M Assignments: 

 CH M Text & Resources 

 CH M CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH M CNOW Homework 

 CH M Original Excel Homework 

complete all 14 Review Exercises 

Monday 

midnight 

3/1/2021 

8 M 3/1-M 3/8 Mid-term Exam Week 8 Forums 

Mid-term Exam in CNOW 

Monday 

midnight 

3/15/2021 

9 M 3/8-M 3/15 JC Spring Break  

 

Rest. Review. Work ahead. Work on extra credit. 

Take a break.  All of the above. 

 

None  

10 M 3/15-M 3/22 CH 6 Cash & 

Receivables 

Mid-Term Appointment 

Week 10 Forums 

CH 6 Assignments: 

 CH 6 Text & Resources 

 CH 6 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 6 CNOW Homework 

 CH 6 Original Excel Homework P6-14 

Monday 

midnight 

3/22/2021 

11 M 3/22-M 3/29 CH 7 Inventory Week 11 Forums 

CH 7 Assignments: 

 CH 7 Text & Resources 

Monday 

midnight 

3/29/2021 
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    CH 7 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 7 CNOW Homework 

 CH 7 Original Excel Homework P7-17 

 

12 M 3/29-M 4/5 CH 10 Property, 

Plant and Equipment 

Week 12 Forums 

CH 10 Assignments: 

 CH 10 Text & Resources 

 CH 10 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 10 CNOW Homework 

 CH 10 Original Excel Homework P10-4 

Monday 

midnight 

4/5/2021 

13 M 4/5-M 4/12 CH 11 Depreciation, 

Depletion, 

Impairment and 

Disposal 

Week 13 Forums 

CH 11 Assignments: 

 CH 11 Text & Resources 

 CH 11 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 11 CNOW Homework 

 CH 11 Original Excel Homework P11-20 

Monday 

midnight 

4/12/2021 

14 M 4/12-M 4/19 CH 12 Intangibles Week 14 Forums 

CH 12 Assignments: 

 CH 12 Text & Resources 

 CH 12 CNOW Adaptive Learning 

 CH 12 CNOW Homework 

 CH 12 Original Excel Homework P12-9 

Monday 

midnight 

4/19/2021 

15 M 4/19-M 4/26 Final Exam Week 15 Forums 

Final Exam in CNOW 

Extra Credit due by 4/26/2021 

Monday 

midnight 

4/26/2021 
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What is Financial Accounting? 


